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Fitting Instructions - Step 1

1 Decide where your display will start - (We would advise working left to right)

2 Attach one of the top connectors, this disconnects into 2x sections + secure the washer section to the wall

3 Section 1 is the washer section + dill wall hole + add a raw plug + secure washer section using a screw

4 Once secured into place + re-connect the other section + you should now have a hanging cable in place

Fitting Instructions - Step 2

1 When deciding the location of the next cable

2 We would recommend that you lay the acrylic on the floor and attach the supplied single grippers to it

3 Once you have them attached - measure the gap between both grippers (left & right)

4 You now have the correct measurement!

5 Now repeat "Fitting instructions - Step 1"

6 At this point you should have 2x top wall connectors secured and the 2x cables hanging loose

Fitting Instructions - Step 3

1 The cable supplied, each has a cable length of 3M - It is very rare that you will need all 3Ms 

2 Hence you will need to cut-off the excess - DON'T DO THIS YET

Fitting Instructions - Step 4

1x A3 Acrylic Order - Fit the cable and add 2x Single Grippers to each cable

2x A3 Acrylic Order - Fit the cable and add 4x Single Grippers to each cable

3x A3 Acrylic Order - Fit the cable and add 6x Single Grippers to each cable

Fitting Instructions - Step 5

1 Now for the bottom of the cables, plumb cable 1 and mark on the required connection area, now secure to your wall

2 Repeat this for cable 2

3 At this point you only need to cut the cable to the wanted length - take your time here - before cutting…..

4 Check how far the cable goes into the central Tensioner, over estimate the required length - NOW CUT THE CABLE

5 Now keep nibbling at the cable until you gain your TRUE WANTED LENGTH - Now repeat the process for the 2nd cable - that's it!
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Version

Option 1

Included:

1x A3 Portrait Acrylics

A3

PORTRAIT 1 x A3 Acrylic(s)

2 x Cables, 4M lengths

4 x Single Grippers

2 x Top Wall Holders

2 x Bottom Wall Holders
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Version

Option 2

Included:

2x A3 Portrait Acrylics

A3

PORTRAIT 2 x A3 Acrylic(s)

2 x Cables, 4M lengths

8 x Single Grippers

2 x Top Wall Holders

2 x Bottom Wall Holders

A3

PORTRAIT
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Version

Option 3

A3 Included:

PORTRAIT 3x A3 Portrait Acrylics

3 x A3 Acrylic(s)

2 x Cables, 4M lengths

12 x Single Grippers

2 x Top Wall Holders

2 x Bottom Wall Holders

A3

PORTRAIT

A3

PORTRAIT
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